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On Shewhart Control Charts for Zero-Truncated
Negative Binomial Distributions
The negative binomial distribution (NBD) is extensively used for the
description of data too heterogeneous to be fitted by Poisson
distribution. Observed samples, however may be truncated, in the
sense that the number of individuals falling into zero class cannot be
determined, or the observational apparatus becomes active when at
least one event occurs. Chakraborty and Kakoty (1987) and
Chakraborty and Singh (1990) have constructed CUSUM and
Shewhart charts for zero-truncated Poisson distribution respectively.
Recently, Chakraborty and Khurshid (2011 a, b) have constructed
CUSUM charts for zero-truncated binomial distribution and doubly
truncated binomial distribution respectively. Apparently, very little
work has specifically addressed control charts for the NBD (see, for
example, Kaminsky et al., 1992; Ma and Zhang, 1995; Hoffman, 2003;
Schwertman. 2005).
The purpose of this paper is to construct Shewhart control charts
for zero-truncated negative binomial distribution (ZTNBD). Formulae
for the Average run length (ARL) of the charts are derived and studied
for different values of the parameters of the distribution. OC curves
are also drawn.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In industries a common monitoring tool is to construct control charts
to observe whether a process is in control (Dou and Ping, 2002). A
control chart is a statistical scheme devised for the purpose of checking
and then monitoring the statistical stability of a process. The standard
tool for this purpose is the Shewhart control chart, introduced by
Walter A. Shewhart in 1924, elaborated upon it in his book entitled
Economic Control of Quality Manufactured Product published in 1931.
The advantage of Shewhart charts is its simplicity and is best used to
detect large changes in the process, however, are not so sensitive to
small changes.
 Poisson distribution plays an important role in statistical quality
control process through modeling random counts or control of defects
per unit. Various types of processes can generate distributions of
counts which can be modeled suitably by distributions other than
Poisson distribution. Such processes include situations where counts
tend to occur in clusters or where the intensity rate of the counts
varies randomly over time. The negative binomial distribution (NBD)
is a natural and more flexible extension of the Poisson distribution
which allows for over-dispersion compared to the Poisson distribution
(Hoffman, 2003). The application of NBD has been demonstrated in
accident statistics, econometrics, quality control and biometrics. For
detailed description, refer to Johnson et al. (2005), Khurshid et al.
(2005) and Ryan (2011) among others.
The construction of Shewhart control chart for continuous
distributions has been extensively studied in the literature (Mittag
and Rinne, 1993; Wadsworth et al. 2002). However, compared with the
continuous distributions, there are fewer investigations for discrete
distributions. The most widely used for binomial random variable has
been developed (see for example, Woodall, 1997; Ryan, 2011;
Montgomery, 2013). Unfortunately, the literature on the control charts
for the NBD is scanty (Kaminsky et al., 1992; Ma and Zhang, 1995; Xie
and Goh, 1997; Hoffman, 2003; and Schwertman, 2005). For a
comprehensive overview of Shewhart charts for  numerous
distributions, see Ryan (2011), Montgomery (2013).
In many cases, however, the entire distribution of counts is not
observed. In particular, more often the zeros are not observed or
sometimes a large number of zeros are contained in the data. In recent
years, researchers have provided new complement models which are
obtained by modifying the existing well known models.
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 These complement models are generally divided in to two categories;
zero-truncated and zero-inflated.
Zero-truncated models are the ones when the number of individuals
falling into zero class can not be determined, or the observational
apparatus becomes active only when at least one event occurs.
Chakraborty and Kakoty (1987) and Chakraborty and Bhattacharya
(1989, 1991) have constructed CUSUM charts for zero-truncated
Poisson distribution, doubly truncated geometric distribution and
doubly truncated binomial distribution respectively. Chakraborty and
Singh (1990) constructed Shewhart control charts for zero-truncated
Poisson distr ibution where average length and operating
characteristic function were obtained. Recently, Chakraborty and
Khurshid (2011, 2012) have constructed CUSUM charts for zero-
truncated binomial distribution and doubly truncated binomial
distribution respectively. Another CUSUM control chart for zero
truncated negative binomial distribution has been proposed by
Khurshid and Chakraborty (2013).
Accordingly, distributions of negative binomial type often arise in
practice where zero group is truncated. The main objective of this
paper is to construct Shewhart control charts for zero-truncated
negative binomial distribution (ZTNBD). Control charts based on
these truncated distribution are studied and Average Run Length
(ARL) computed accordingly alongside developing different
expressions.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Zero-Truncated Negative Binomial Distribution (ZTNBD)
We consider a negative binomial distribution truncated at 0x .
The probability mass function of the ZTNBD is given by (Khurshid
and Chakraborty, 2013)
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for ....,,2,1,0 nx   More formally, assume a box contains np  non-
defective items and nq  defective items. Items are drawn at random
with replacement, the probability that exactly )( kx   trials required
to produce k  non-defective items is xk qp
xk
kx 1
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 . Thus k
The statistical literature reveals that most probability distributions
can be parameterized in many different ways; the NBD is no exception.
An alternative widely used parameterization of the NBD can be
obtained from the expansion of kPQ  )(  where PQ 1 , k  is
positive real and 0P  with P  not to be in ).1,0(  Under this
parameterization the probability mass function of ZTNBD will be
(Zelterman, 2004 and Promislow, 2011)
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where ,...2,1x . ZTNBD has the mean and variance given by,
respectively, (Johnson et al., 2005)
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3. SHEWHART CONTROL CHART FOR ZTNBD
3.1 Shewhart Control Charts
Let us consider Shewhart X  chart which contains center line that represents the
average value of quality characteristics corresponding to in-control state. There are
two horizontal lines namely Lower control limit ( LCL ) and Upper control limit
(UCL ). These control limits are selected so that if process is in control, nearly all
sample points will fall between them. Let W  be a statistic that measures a quality
characteristics of interest with mean W  and the standard deviation W  then
following configuration represents the Shewhart’s general model for  control chart:
 
WW ALCL  
 
WCL 
 
WW AUCL  
where A  is the distance of the control limits from the center line ( CL ), expressed
in standard deviation units. It is customary to choose 3A  (Montgomery, 2013)
as it covers at least 99.73% of samples which is based on Shewhart’s claim that
control limits at 3 standard errors are the most economical (Wheeler and Chambers,
2010). Hence the control limits are known as 3  limits.
For distribution defined in (2.2)  limits for ZTNBD control charts are given by
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3.2 Average Run Length for Shewhart Chart
The most frequently used statistical characteristic of a control chart is
its Average Run Length (ARL). ARL is the average number of points
that must be plotted before a point indicates an out of control
condition. For any Shewhart control chart, the ARL is 1][  pARL
where p  is the probability that a single point exceeds the control
limits. Now, if the mean shifts from in control value say 0  to another
value  k 01 , the probability of not detecting this shift on the
first subsequent sample or the   risk (Montgomery, 2013) is
    . LCLXPUCLXP 
Thus, for ZTNBD, we have
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(3.3)
Operating Characteristic (OC) curve for the Shewhart control chart
when the underlying distribution is ZTNBD can be constructed by
plotting the   risk against the magnitude of the shift of the process
parameter that we wish to detect.
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4. COMPUTATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The calculated values of   risk (the probability of not detecting the
shift on the first subsequent sample; Montgomery, 2013) and the
corresponding values of ARL are shown in Tables 1.1 and 1.2. The
effect of the parameter Q  on the control limits for different values of
k  are shown in Tables 1.3 and 1.4.
It is evident from the Tables 1.1 and 1.2 that the values of ARL for fixed
control limits )3,2,1(;  kk  will go on decreasing as we go
on increasing the values of P . But for fixed shifting of the parameter
,P  the values of ARL increase as we increase the size of the control
limits.
It has also been observed that as the values of k  increase (from
2k  to 3k ), the values of ARL decrease for fixed control limits.
The effects of k  and  on control limits can be understood from the
Tables 1.3 and 1.4. It has been observed from the tables that for fixed
, the range of the control limits decrease as there is an increase in the
values of , but for fixed  and , the range of the control limits increase as
we increase the value of  in .
It has also been observed from the Tables 1.3 and 1.4, that the range of
the control limits decrease as we increase in the values of  (from  to )
for fixed .
Operating Characteristic (OC) curve for the Shewhart control chart
when the underlying distribution is ZTNBD can be constructed by
plotting the  risk (Tables 1.1 and 1.2) against the magnitude of the shift
of the process parameter  that we wish to detect.
A comparative study about the behavior of the OC curves under
different control limits will be more apparent from Figures 1 and 2. It
has been observed from the figures that OC curves deviate from the
origin as the control limits decrease. It also shows value of  has an
effect on OC, ultimately, it will have an effect on producer’s and
consumer’s risk.
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Table 1.1: Some numerical values of   and ARL  for selected
values of P  when 2k
Table 1.3: Some numerical values of   and ARL  for selected
values of Q  when 2k
Table 1.2: Some numerical values of   and ARL  for
selected values of P  when 3k
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Table 1.4: Some numerical values of   and ARL  for
selected values of Q  when 3k
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